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About This Game

Mini Hockey Champ! is 1-on-1 arcade hockey built like the fun, action-packed sports games of last century. It's all the best
parts of the sport, laser focused into a brilliant beam of high energy, designed to be familiar to players of all skill levels. Hockey

rookie or grizzled veteran, you'll quickly discover new and exciting ways to crush your opponents.

Games are short and furious, perfect for passing the controllers among friends on the couch, or battling the CPU on your own.
Mini Hockey Champ! features a full championship mode with playoff progression and stat tracking, so there's always something

to work towards beyond the wins and losses. When you're not competing for the cup, fire up Arcade Mode and customize a
match with a host of unlockable rules that modify the game in fun, wild ways!

FEATURES

Championship - Play through 4 rounds against the world's best teams to bring home the championship cup!

Arcade - Exhibition play, with a selection of unlockable rule modifiers. Big Head Mode, Fire pucks, and more!

Local Multiplayer - Grab a second controller and slam your 'friends' into the boards! Works in all game modes.

Stats and Records - Records are made to be broken, can you take down the legends?
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This game stinks, i dont know why it was reviewed so highly. it has a fair amount of options, but not nearly enough. there is no
historical draft option, no way to set draft order, the draft is serpentine and cannot be changed, the player ratings have too much
variation from real life, and the team names are not the actual teams, and there is no player editor or creator. very disappointing
forthose who like to manage every detail.. In the first hour or two of the game, I didn't enjoy it that much. I'll just say that
bluntly. As you get more into the story though, it, and the characters, do become more interesting. I think my biggest criticism
of this game is that it feels rushed. What should be 8 lines of dialog is 2, that sort of thing. I think if she aime towards her game
being a 15-20 hour game, instead of a 10-15 hour game, there would have been room for more dialog, to not only expand on
story telling, but also character development.
Because for a game where the lead character is a historian? We are left with very little information about the world. Without
wanting to say much lest I spoil anything, my prime example is.... I still have no clue what the races are, or what the difference
is between them. In classic fantasy, using orcs and dwarves and elves, there is a certain pre-existing knowledge that helps us
understand the different races. I'm just not seeing anything, in game, to tell me how the races are different, aside from one has
one style of wing, one has another, and the last has none.

OK. Ripping into it that bit aside, what do I like about the game?
For one thing, the art is very attractive. From full character portraits to the face boxes for dialog, original artwork was used, and
it was very well made, and grants all the characters individuality. For another, the story really is interesting, and I think my gripe
above about how it seems you are never told a great deal about the world is such a gripe because I WANT to know more. The
combat system is exceptionally well done, with a unique skill system. The tile map, for the world map, for dungeons, and for
cities, is well made and detailed, which gives the game a much more professional look than you get out of most RPG maker
games.

So, here are my pros and cons, though I would like to state that my overall opinion is a positive one, I am glad I bought the
game, and I did truly enjoy it:

Pros:
-Combat was excellent and requires thought
-Story, which sparse for my taste, was still very interesting
-Sierra Lee is a master at pulling the most out of the RPG maler engines, leading to very polished games with unique assest
-Skill system
-Closer to "erotic" than "porn," in that, while blatently sexual, the sex aspects are not the driving force in the game

Cons:
-Short. It would have benefited greatly, in my opinion, from 2 to 5 more hours of gameplay
-Bare in parts. A very few maps are much more minimalist that I would have expected. Some plot issues are rushed through
when more detail would have been nice
-No "quests" tab in menu. There are times where it is too easy to lose track of your objectives
-Miss it an it's gone. Though usually for minor things, and not a big deal, this game has a few things that, if you do not find them
the first time, you are out of luck. You missed it, it's gone. Though not a completionist, these things always bug me.
-Art used in erotic scenes was reused enough to be noticable. I think as few 2 or 3 more pieces would have provided enough
diversification it wouldn't be nearly so noticable
-A few gameplay mechanics were never explained (affection between party members. most gains seemed plot involved
anyways, and I have no clue what changes the effection scores grant)

My cons list seems longer, but in actuallity most of them are minor gripes, where as the pros really made the game a great
experience. So, I want to reitterate, I am glad I bought this game, I did enjoy it, and I do recommend it.. nice game !. The
Umihara Kawase series is known for its fun-yet-difficult platforming, and for the most part, hasn't really changed too much in
the past 20 or so years. Sayonara Umihara Kawase, the most recent entry to the series (actually released a while back on 3DS
and PS Vita), is no different, for the most part. Still, should you pick it up?

Gameplay:
As stated earlier, the core mechanics of this game aren't all-too different from the old Super Famicom game. Many people
describe it as Bionic Commando-esque, in that you use a hookshot-like item to aid in much of your platforming, and I'd say
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that's quite a good comparison (other than the fact that you can, in fact, jump in this game). Your character wields a fishing
hook, which you use to grab onto walls, as well as stun your enemies (which are mostly walking fish). As you progress through
the game, or whenever you feel like speedrunning through the levels, you'll eventually have to employ some tricks with your
fishing hook to reach various platforms in the game, or help boost you through levels quicker. Some include using your hook to
launch yourself into a sprint, swinging around walls\/ceilings in the level (which is pretty challenging to do right), etc. It's a lot of
fun, once you get used to it, and it's pretty neat to see yourself pull off these weird tricks (see some videos of the gameplay to
get a sense of the kind of tricks you can do).

Music:
The music in this game is extremely calming, and catchy. I admit, I found myself trying to beat levels just to uncover more of
the soundtrack. In fact, the music of the trailer was one of the things that drew me into this game, in the first place. This is
definitely welcome, given the frustrating difficulty of the game. If you've ever played Donkey Kong Country 2, I would liken
the use of the music in this game to how Donkey Kong Country 2 used Stickerbrush Symphony (one of my favorite songs from
a video game) for its Bramble levels (which were also rather frustratingly difficult).

Graphics:
Sayonara Umihara Kawase provides no way to control the graphical quality of the game, so you're stuck with relatively low
resolution graphics (no 1080p, basically). This can be quite annoying, as you'll wind up with pretty pixelated graphics. On the
bright side, you do get 60 frames per second, which is a welcome change compared to the 3DS and PS Vita versions of the
game (which were locked at 30 frames per second), so the animation is very smooth. The artstyle is also quite decent;
backgrounds and levels colorful, and the enemies look quite whimsical in nature. It's not anything amazing, based on my
knowledge of anime art (though, I admit, I'm no anime art connoisseur), but it gets the job done.

Conclusion:
If you want a challenging platformer, and\/or are into speedrunning, this game could be of interest to you. I especially
recommend this game, if you're a fan of the Umihara Kawase series, as it's more of the same. If you already have the 3DS
and\/or PS Vita version, I'm not sure this adds too much. Personally, if I already had those versions, I probably wouldn't have
bought this on Steam. However, if you'd like to see the game run in 60 fps, have achievements, or possibly make use of the
Steam Workshop for it, Sayonara Umihara Kawase might be worth a look, even if you already have the 3DS and PS Vita
version(s).. So I just finished the game and I got mixed feelings.
I never finished the original I only played it at a friends place when was a child and back then I was fascinated.
I really enjoyed the remake because it send me back to that feeling of wonder and I kind of like the goofy characters.
And for a old game like that, the world really feels alive and has the right amount of side quests.
BUT...
the controls are kind of wobbly and feel like they havn't been improved from the 90s version.
Also it had a loooooot of buggs. They weren't too anyoing but it kind of takes you out of the experience if after a cutscene
enemies don't spawn or if during a conversation NPCs spawn continiously behind your conversation partner.

Still I would recommend to buy it and give it a go!. The game has very minimal plot to it, but you should expect that when it
comes to this kind of game. Some plot is better than no plot, I suppose, so I'm not really going to focus on that. The game is
really simple, all you have to do is find groups of three or more gems and click on one of the gems to destroy the whole group,
which is the goal. Different levels have different special mechanics to them, like the shamrock destroying all of the gems in the
level, allowing all new gems to fall, the ice wand looking thing destroys all the gems of a certain color, I'm pretty sure, I never
really caught on to what it did, to be honest. there's the fire torch thing, which burns I think, 4 gems, putting 4 news one in their
place, and lastly, the dagger, which destroys a whole row of gems diagonally. The game is entertaining enough, at least the main
campaign one, but once it got down to trying to get that final achievement for finishing the Arcade, playing the game became an
excercise in tedium. It uses the same level layouts, the same gems, the same mechanics... it just gets boring and repetitious. But
man, I was not going to let an easy 100% game slip through my grasps because I was bored. I stuck it through and finished it and
it only took me 9 and a half hours! Oh dear god. On second thought, I don't think the 1 percent increase on my overall
achievement percentage was worth the repetetive stress injury...

Buy it on sale and play it in your spare time when you're really bored and have nothing better to do, and easily get a 100% game
just by playing it every once in a blue moon, super casually. Don't marathon it like I did, and you might actually enjoy it. It's not
a bad game, it's just not a game that should be marathoned.
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Short, not very good.Let's wait for new levels, then I will be thinking about better note.. +halloween
+earn money for decoration house
+easy to get all achievements
+nice wallpapers
+reach from 1 level to 100
+choose relaxed or timed
+nice art
+powerups
I enjoyed this game well.
. This was hard and made me feel dumb followed by genius every level until I finished it.. Wow. What a waste of time.
The whole thing lasts about 7 minutes. You sit tied up with a robot talking to you about love and other nonsense. I was
bored the for the entirety of it. I'm glad it was free; it's getting deleted immediately.. gak sesuai ekspetasi w, kok gak
bisa multiplayer????
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